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VIRTUAL COMMITTEE
PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Log in and join room

12:50pm-12:55pm

Official Kickoff and Welcome

1:00pm-1:05pm

Committee Placement Breakout

1:05pm-1:10pm

Informal Roll Call

1:10pm-1:15pm

Summit Call to Order

1:15pm-1:20pm

Begin debate on resolutions

1:20pm

Summit debate continues

1:21pm-2:49pm

Ranking of Resolutions

2:50pm-2:59pm

Dismissal

SUMMITS WILL RUN
CONTINUOUS UNTIL
RANKINGS & DISMISSAL

3:00pm

GUNA REGIONAL
SUMMIT AGENDA
Regional Summits/Group/Committees will not “pass” or “defeat” resolutions by voting them “favorable”
or “unfavorable.” Instead, each summit will hear presentations and debate on all assigned resolutions.
Then, the summits will rank the resolutions (by tally of individual nation members’ rankings), with number
one being poor, to number five being excellent. Summit members will be asked to rank resolutions based
on the following five criteria: (for the purposes of virtual summits, amendments are not in order)
1) Debatability
2) Creativity
3) Feasibility
4) International Importance
5) Preparation and Presentation
Resolutions will then be considered by the General Assembly in the order that they were ranked in
Summits, with each Summits’ number one resolution being considered first, then number two, etc.
CALL TO ORDER – Summit Chair will call to order and appoint a clerk to assist with the handling of
resolutions.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF RESOLUTIONS TO BE DISCUSSED – Chair announces which resolutions will be
discussed during the meeting.
SPONSOR PRESENTS RESOLUTION – Chair calls for resolution sponsor to present resolution. Sponsor(s)
will have five (5) minutes, or such time as determined by the chair for opening presentation.
CHAIR OPENS FLOOR FOR OPEN DISCUSSION OF RESOLUTION – Chair will open for discussion of
resolution alternating favorable and unfavorable comments. Delegates may also ask questions of the
resolution sponsor(s) at this time.
SPONSOR SUMMATION – Sponsor has three (3) minutes, or such time as the chair deems necessary for a
brief summation to clarify any issues brought up in the summits debate.
EACH RESOLUTION IS PRESENTED AND DEBATED UNTIL ALL ARE CONSIDERED. THIS MAY BE DONE ALL
AT ONCE OR DURING SEVERAL SUMMIT MEETINGS FOR THE EVENT.
See the following page with information regarding resolution rankings and instructions.

REGIONAL SUMMIT
RESOLUTION RANKINGS
Ambassadors will rank resolutions of the following criteria below. For the purposes of GUNA 2021, each
ambassador will be able to submit a ranking from regional summits.
1) Debatability
2) Creativity
3) Feasibility
4) International Importance
5) Preparation and Presentation
The chair will drop in your breakout chat discussion the google docs link to the ranking of
resolutions. Please make sure you wait until the last resolution is debated before submitting your
rankings.
RANKING OF THE RESOLUTIONS – Following the presentation and debate of all resolutions, the Chair will
call on all nations represented (delegates) to rank the resolutions, with number one being poor, to number
five being excellent. A ranking form will be provided to each voting member. The Chair and Clerk will then
collect the rankings and will tally an average ranking for the committee.
Summit Chairman will be responsible for reporting committee rankings to the Clerk of the General
Assembly at the beginning of the next General Assembly session. After Summit reports are heard, debate
will begin on the resolutions in order of ranking. *Summits may only hear author speeches, and nondebatable technical questions if time is limited. Saving debate in full on resolutions for Floor debate in
the General Assembly.
At our traditional Georgia United Nations Assembly Programs, Regional Summits (committees) are
assigned into Regional Groups as organized by the United Nations. For the purposes of the fall 2021
Virtual Georgia United Nations Assembly (GUNA) Regional Summits, nations will be randomly assigned to
committees to ensure that there is a balanced number of nations for debate.
Please see the following page for detailed Regional Summit Resolution assignments to committees. * You
may see more numbers listed on the assignments page than there are actual resolutions in the book. If so,
it is either because we did not receive all resolutions before going to print, or not every nation submitted a
resolution for debate. The Summit Chair will notate the official resolutions up for debate in the committee
before officially beginning.

REGIONAL SUMMIT
COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
Regional Summit Group # 1

Resolutions Assigned - 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26

Regional Summit Group # 2

Resolutions Assigned - 2, 7, 12, 17, 22, 27

Regional Summit Group # 3

Resolutions Assigned - 3, 8, 13, 18, 23, 28, 31

Regional Summit Group # 4

Resolutions Assigned - 4, 9, 14, 19, 24, 29, 32

Regional Summit Group # 5

Resolutions Assigned - 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30

JUNIOR & SENIOR
GEORGIA UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY
(GUNA) CONSTITUTION
*Please note, there are aspects in the constitution that may apply more for a traditional 3 day program.
The Purpose of the Georgia United Nations Assembly is Three-fold:
· To give students in grades 6-12 training in and knowledge of the United Nations
· To increase education in International Affairs and provide an experience in Global
Citizenship
· To increase knowledge of countries other than the United States, their history,
cultural traditions, and policies toward major international issues.
ARTICLE I Name, Time of Meeting, Place of Meeting:
This Assembly shall be called the Georgia United Nations Assembly (GUNA), with the
Junior GUNA being for grades 6-8 and the Senior GUNA being for grades 9-12. Both
shall meet annually, on the same weekend and at the same facility when possible.
The exact date and location shall be set by the staff of the Georgia Center for Civic
Engagement.
B. Presiding Officers and Committee Chairmen
1. GUNA—Secretary General, will serve as voted on by the State Student
Leadership Committee. If no Secretary General is elected, GCCE staff may appoint the
Secretary General.
2. Other Presiding Officers, including the President of the General Assembly
and Clerk of the General Assembly for both Jr. and Sr. GUNA will either be currently
elected by the State Student Leadership Committee or other students appointed as
deemed necessary by GCCE staff. For Junior GUNA these students are selected from
outstanding delegates from previous program participation.
3. Junior and Senior GUNA Committee Chairmen will be selected by staff upon
advice of Advisors for the following year’s GUNA and based upon nations selected for
this years assembly by Regional Group or generally assigned if best for committee
structure.

JUNIOR & SENIOR
GEORGIA UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY
(GUNA) CONSTITUTION - CONTINUED...
The procedure for selection GUNA Committee Chairman shall be as follows:
a) Names will be submitted by Advisors during the conference to GCCE staff.
b) Information will be sent to Committee Chairmen upon selection following the
conference and a reminder one to three (1-3) weeks prior to GUNA the next year.
c) Committee Chairmen will view a training session prior to the Opening of GUNA.
C. Choice of Nations
1. Each delegation will be required to electronically submit a list of their first, second,
and third choices of nations to the GCCE. One choice from a school may include a
member of the Security Council. However, a school can have only one Security
Council Member (i.e., if your school registers for more than one nation, only one
group will be assigned a Security Council Nation) unless deemed otherwise by GCCE
staff. (typically, a 1 nation per 16 students registered ratio) Also, each delegation
should list a preferred continent in case the three (3) choices are already selected
prior to registering. This is subject to change by decision from GCCE staff.
2. The GCCE shall notify all delegations of which nation they are to represent. The
choice of nations shall be made on a “first come-first serve” basis, according to the
time submitted online. Should the same choice arrive at the same time, then the
GCCE has the authority to assign countries.
D. Procedure for the Opening Session of GUNA—Parade of Nations
PRESIDENT announces: We will now have the Parade of Nations. This will give each
nation the opportunity to give a greeting to the other members of the assembly. This
greeting will be done as follows:
· As your nation is introduced, one delegate from your nation will go to the designated
microphone with their nation’s flag and will give a 30 second welcome in your
nation’s native tongue. That delegate or a partner will also provide an English
translation of the welcome.
· The President will have each delegate line up and in alphabetical order and will call
forward three (3) nations at a time to give their nation’s greeting. After all three
nation greetings are made, the three (3) nations delegates will return to their seats
and the next three nations are called to the designated microphones. This
procedure will continue until the Parade of Nations has been completed.

JUNIOR & SENIOR
GEORGIA UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY
(GUNA) CONSTITUTION - CONTINUED...
ARTICLE III. PROCEDURE RELATIVE TO RESOLUTION HANDLING
A. Requirements
1. Each group sending delegates to GUNA MUST submit one resolution per nation
(refer to sample Resolution). If Resolutions are not submitted at the time of printing
for the program book, conference staff will only print two copies. (one for the clerk
and one for the Nation sponsor)
2. The subject of the resolution should be of interest and applicable to real word
situations.

ARTICLE III. PROCEDURE RELATIVE TO RESOLUTION HANDLING...continued
A. Requirements
3. Each resolution shall be assigned to a committee (Regional Groups/Summits).
Each committee will entertain presentations and debate on all its assigned resolution
and then rank those resolutions in priority order (ie., 1-10, etc.). They will be
presented to the General Assembly in priority order with all number ones being
considered first, then number twos, etc. Committee assignments may vary depending
on the given year from numbered committees, to committees assigned by Regional
Summits as the actual UN website displays. GUNA may call standing committees to
address issues for the UN’s Six Main Committees as necessary during any given
year. *For the 2021 GUNA, committees may be generally assigned, not by region.

JUNIOR & SENIOR
GEORGIA UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY
(GUNA) CONSTITUTION - CONTINUED...
The procedure in committees will be as follows:
*Changes to procedural rules may be at the discretion of the chair and GCCE staff as
needed.
a) Each nation will be given a designated time to present its resolution and entertain
questions. *Time will also be allowed to debate for and against the resolution.
b) Following the presentation and debate of all the committee’s resolutions, each
nation represented (delegates get one vote per delegate) will then rank the
resolutions. The Committee Chairman will instruct all committee delegates on the
Google doc ranking form.
c) At an assigned time in the Calendar of the General Assembly, the President shall
call for consideration of each committee’s number one ranked resolution. Following
all number one resolutions, the assembly will consider all number two resolutions,
then the number three resolutions, etc. NOTE: Because of time limitations, all
resolutions MAY NOT be considered in General Assembly.
d) The sponsor of resolution may have five (5) minutes to present the resolution
followed by ten (10) minutes of open debate. The President has the authority to
change the time allowed for each resolution if necessary.
e) In the General Assembly, all voting shall be done by Roll Call of Nations. A simple
majority is needed for passage.
f) Resolutions may not be amended in committee sessions for GUNA 2021.
Resolutions may be amended in the General Assembly.
g) All delegates may choose to dress in their nation’s native attire. If not native attire,
business professional is required. Native attire is allowed at the following sessions:
Virtual Committee meetings and General Assembly. Other sessions are optional
business professional or native attire. Dress code will be strictly enforced.

JUNIOR & SENIOR
GEORGIA UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY
(GUNA) CONSTITUTION - CONTINUED...
Article IV. Procedure in Sessions
A. The presiding officer shall, at his or her discretion, have the power to request
silence and attention. Failure to respond to the request gives the presiding officer the
right to request the removal of person or persons creating the problem.
B. The presiding officer shall follow Robert’s Rules of Order as his parliamentary
guide except when the Constitution and By-Laws of the GUNA state otherwise.
C. Any member of the Assembly must be recognized by the presiding officer before
speaking in any session of the Assembly. (To be recognized, the member arises and
waves his/her nation’s flag and placard until called on by the presiding officer; if he
or she is not called on, he or she must be seated and again follow this same
procedure.).
D. The order of the sessions are as follows:
-President Calls to Order
-Roll Call
-Resolution at hand purpose read
-Author Speech
-Technical Questions and Pro/Con Speeches
-Author Summation and then Vote
E. All priority shall be determined by the Presiding Officer.
F. The presiding officer shall open each session with a devotion by the chaplain.
(NOTE: In the regular United Nations Assembly, there is no mention of God, however,
since we are the GCCE, there will be a devotional included in our assemblies.)
G. Any amendments submitted to a resolution that could lead to disruptive chamber
behavior or that would not be a reasonable suggestion in the actual United Nations
will not be heard. Similarly comments and discussions made during debate on
resolutions are asked to pertain to the currently debated resolution. Discussions that
undermine the order and educational integrity of the debate session will result in
correction from the chair.
H. A motion to adjourn is out order from the floor and can be only called from the
chair.

JUNIOR & SENIOR
GEORGIA UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY
(GUNA) CONSTITUTION - CONTINUED...
Procedure for the Opening Session of GUNA—Parade of Nations
In the Opening Assembly, there will be a Parade of Nations. This will give each nation
the opportunity to give a greeting to the other members of the assembly. This
greeting will be done as follows:
· As your nation is introduced by the presiding officer, one delegate from your nation
will go to the designated microphone with their nation’s flag and will give a 30 second
welcome in your nation’s native tongue. That delegate will also provide an English
translation of the welcome or a fellow ambassador for the nation may provide a
translation.
· The President will have each delegate line up and in alphabetical order and will call
forward three (3) nations at a time to give their nation’s greeting. After all three
greetings are made, the three (3) nations will return to their seats and the next three
nations are called to the designated area. This procedure will continue until the
Parade of Nations has been completed.
Procedure in Regular Sessions:
The order of the session will follow the procedure set forth in Article IV of the GUNA
Constitution and Bylaws:
· Call to Order – President
· Roll Call of Nations – Clerk (When a nation’s name is called, the delegates from that
nation will stand, raise their flag in the air, and acknowledge their presence in
unison.)
· Resolution at Hand Read –
-The Clerk will read the purpose of the resolution and any amendments passed in
committee. (NOTE: Amendments may be made in the General Assembly but limited as
announced by the President of the General Assembly.)
-The President will ask, “Is the nation’s spokesman for this resolution present? If so,
please come forward at this time with your nation’s placard to present your
resolution.”
-Up to two delegates may be in the well to present their resolution. The authors will
have 5 minutes for their presentation. *Or as much time as the chair allows.

JUNIOR & SENIOR
GEORGIA UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY
(GUNA) CONSTITUTION - CONTINUED...
· Favorable and Unfavorable Comments :
o After the nation’s spokesman has completed their presentation, the President will call for
comments both favorable and unfavorable for the resolution. At this time, delegates from
other nations will come forward and line up behind the designated microphone (NOTE: Only
one delegate from a nation may be in either line at a time.).
o As the delegate steps to the microphone, the delegate holds up the nation’s placard,
states their name and nation in order for all to hear, and then makes their statement
regarding the resolution at hand. Following their speech, the delegate will return to their
seat (NOTE: At this time, another delegate from the same nation may get in line and be
prepared to speak for or against the resolution at hand.).
o Questions from Other Delegates – When a delegate has finished speaking at the
microphone, the President will ask, “Are there any questions or requests for clarification
from any Nation?” At that time, any delegate may stand, raise their nation’s placard and
flag, and awaits recognition from the President. Upon being recognized, the President
states, “The Chair recognizes the delegate from _________. The delegate then asks their
question of the resolution spokesman.
o The President will continue recognizing delegates to speak favorably and unfavorably on
the resolution while taking questions in between as long as time allows. (NOTE: At any time
during this portion of the debate, a delegate from the floor may stand and seek recognition
from the chair in order to ask a question. However, interruption should only take place
between favorable and unfavorable speeches so as not to actually interrupt a speaker.)
o If a nation has a delegate in line to speak, another delegate representing that nation may
seek recognition from the chair regarding technical/non-debatable questions.
o If a delegate wishes, they may direct a question strictly to the President. For these
questions the delegate will say, “Mr./Madam President, I rise to a _______.: (see below)
POINT OF ORDER – asked when a delegate thinks the rules are being violated, thereby
calling on the President for a ruling and enforcement.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY – questions relating to the President’s opinion on a matter of
parliamentary procedure as it relates to the rules of GUNA.
POINT OF INFORMATION – questions as to facts affecting the business at hand.
POINT OF PERSONAL PRIVILEGE – questions asking for personal information or
requests.

▪
▪
▪
▪

JUNIOR & SENIOR
GEORGIA UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY
(GUNA) CONSTITUTION - CONTINUED...

IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS DIRECTED TO THE CHAIR:
The President will then say, “State your point.” After the delegate states their point,
the President will respond appropriately to the question. (EXAMPLE: “If the delegate
so states, it must be true.” Or the President will respond directly to the question such
as a question relating to parliamentary inquiry.)
· Author Summation – Following the discussion of the resolution the President will
say, “Time for discussion has now ended concerning this resolution. The spokesman
for this resolution will now have 3 minutes for closing remarks.”
· Voting –
o After the author’s summation, the President will say, ‘All nations will now have 1
minute in which to caucus and decide how the nation will cast its vote. Each nation
may vote FOR the resolution, AGAINST the resolution, or ABSTAIN from voting.
o After the allotted time to caucus has ended, the President will say, “The Clerk will
now proceed with the roll call of nations. When your nation is called, one
representative will stand and say, ‘The nation of _______ votes ______.’”
o Following the roll call of nations, the Clerk will tabulate and announce the outcome.
A simple majority is needed for passage of the resolution.

THE SAME PROCEDURE WILL BE FOLLOWED FOR ALL RESOLUTIONS

1
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Bremen Middle School

Representing: Italy

SUBJECT: To help countries around the Mediterranean Sea to stop people from polluting
and overfishing.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Keeping in mind that trawling rips up root systems of the plants in the ocean, and animal
burrows, destroying all animal habitats and food.
Realizing that creating marine wildlife areas that protect certain areas of the Mediterranean
sea helps protect and restore endangered species, and ecosystems.
Having considered that more than 13 species of marine animals have gone extinct due to
overfishing in the Mediterranean Sea.
1. Recommends banning boats from trawling in the Western Mediterranean Sea;
2. Supports that the UN preserves more areas in the Mediterranean Sea for marine wildlife;
3. Further requests the UN to create a limit on the amount of fish for fisherman to catch;
4. Urges that this resolution take effect immediately upon passage.
1
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

2
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Waycross Middle School

Representing: Syria (Syrian Arab Republic)

SUBJECT: Healthcare is unevenly distributed throughout Syria.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Fully aware the Syrian government has offered incentives for doctors to serve rural areas,
medical services are still unevenly distributed, with the majority of doctors concentrated in
the large cities.
Further aware that only 64% of hospitals and 52% of primary health care centers are
functioning across Syria, while an estimated 70% of the health workforce has fled the
country.
Convinced that the uneven distribution of healthcare effects not only the citizens of Syria but
its surrounding countries.
Fully believing that correcting this issue will not only increase the standard of living in the
area, but will also increase economic gains through out the world.
Requests that doctors shall be appointed to rural villages in Syria.
Further requests that the U.N. Forces shall drop supplies through out rural areas of Syria.
Recommends an independent panel to appoint doctors.
Calls for an international committee to receive applications and interview appropriate
doctors.
Urges that this resoulution take effect immediatly upon passage.
2
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

3
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Babb Middle School Representing: France
SUBJECT: A resolution to address France's unemployment rates.Helping France
unemployment rate is now more crucial than ever been
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Well informed that if we don't save this crisis in France then it will not only affect France but
the whole world's economy and population
Finalizing in citizens of every country will be in a crisis because they have things to buy the
resources the need as well as lots of people will end up deceased
Fully aware that France donates money to the WHO organization is the largest Organization
to ensure that the health of all human beings is at a good standard. Along with that if France
unemployment numbers don't raise they won't be able to give money to the World Health
Organization.This is why if there is not solution people around the world will be deceased
and economies will fail because the country cannot provide money.
Requests that The UN donate money to France to help them fund more jobs to the citizens of
France
Further requests we increase the need for money for the WHO organization to help stabilize
the population and economy from covid-19 and other viruses
Considering that this Organization does the most for health around the World it is crucial we
help raise the employment rate
We call upon the UN to help raise the employment rate of the frame to ensure that The WHO
the organization is getting the money they need to help the world's health
Urges that the resolution takes place upon passage
3
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

4
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Waycross Middle School

Representing: Haiti

SUBJECT: A Resolution To Resolve The Outbreaks Of Kidnappings And Gang Violence
In Haiti.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Realizing that Haiti is going through one of the worst outbreaks of gang related violence and
kidnappings since 1986.
Conscious that one way to stop this outbreak of violence and kidnapping is to put an abrupt
end to gang activity in Haiti.
Harboring on the Fact Haiti is facing one of the worst plagues of gang activity since 1986
which often results in kidnapping in order to get ransom.
Distressed that the number of reported kidnappings will continue to increase if these
outbursts of gang viloence is not stopped.
Requests that the UN send several, specialy trained forces to Haiti's more impacted areas.
Further Requests that the UN creates a highly secure bank account, managed by trusted UN
members for Haitian families impacted by the kidnappings and violence.
Suggests that the soldiers be highly trained in counter-terrorism and hostage negotiation.
Further Suggests that the UN members be trained and capable to detect any transaction made
from the account, so that any form of theft or corruption be detected.
Urges that this resolution take effect immediately upon its passage.
4
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

5
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Babb Middle School Representing: Iran
SUBJECT: A resolution to ensure that the production of crude oil will be produced in Iran.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Fully aware the conflict now endangers the security of not only Iran but the security of the
world
Deeply concerned that if the problem of Iran being able to produce and exporting their oils
and natural gas will hurt not only Iran's economy but the world's economy because of the
shortage of natural gas and oil
Realizing the world watches as Iran is having trouble producing crude oil. Keeping in mind
that the world economy will fail since eighty-two percent of oil and natural gas are exported
from Iran.
Convinced that the fail of the economy effects oil being produced and exported out of the
country
Requests that the UN lifts the international sanctions against us
Further requests that we increase the need for crude oil production to recoup from the covid
nineteen pandemic
Considers that Iran holds an abundance of crude oil and natural gas reserves
Calls upon the UN and the united states to have the Us join ( JCPOAa) joint comprehensive
plan of action or create sanctions along with the UN.
Urges that this resolution takes effect upon passage
5
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

6
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Adamson Middle School

Representing: Zimbabwe

SUBJECT: A RESOLUTION TO IMPOSE TARIFFS ON ZIMBABWE’S EXPORTS.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Realizing that Zimbabwe’s currency has lost most of its value in the world,
Convinced that the country’s GDP per capita has lowered by 38% as of 3.2020.
nations that depend on this resourceful country,
Recognizing other countries could also become involved in this situation, The inflation of
this great nation increases poverty rate, unemployment rate and more;
Fully aware Zimbabwe’s economy remains weak and vulnerable to shutting down,
Keeping in mind that the country’s government is already unstable, increasing inflation will
damage the economy and its trading partners,
Fully believing that the country also suffers the risk of losing citizens and value in the world
1.Requests that in order to help resolve this problem of inflation we impose tariffs;
2.Further requests that the profits from these tariffs only be used to benefit those in need,
helping with the country's growing poverty, hunger, and water issues;
3.Recommends that these tariffs be imposed heavily on Zimbabwe’s mineral resources, and
other valuable products such as tobacco;
4.Calls for trade to be encouraged between Zimbabwe and other developed countries, in
order to maximize the benefit of the tariffs;
5.Emphasizes the importance of other nations' participation in aiding Zimbabwe;
6.Notes with concern that some countries may not comply with these tariffs
7.Urges that this Resolution be adopted immediately upon passage.
1
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

7
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Hart County Middle School Representing: Japan
SUBJECT: A RESOLUTION TO SECURE THE SAFETY OF THE CITIZENS OF
JAPAN AND ITS ENVIRONMENT.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Realizing that missile testing from surrounding countries threatens the safety of Japan’s
citizens.
Fully aware, the missiles harm the environment as well as Japanese citizens.
Convinced that this can be viewed as a threat particularly from the country of North Korea
who continuously tests missile over the Japanese mainland,
Keeping in mind, Japan is a small body of land with an abundant population of people
Deeply concerned, how continuous testing will impact Japanese citizens and its environment,
Fully believing that if the missile testing continues, war can break out between the two
countries and allies,
Requests that peace with Japan and North Korea be maintained by an agreement to a peace
treaty that works in the interest of both countries.
Further requests that North Korea provide notification prior to missile testing;
Recommends United Nations increase sanction on North Korean exports and place a limit on
the North Korea ships that enter Japan territory if missile testing continues in its current
status
Calling for peace, Japan’s government would like to keep peace and no outside missiles enter
Japanese territories;
Urges that this resolution be taken immediately after reading this passage.
2
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

8
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Westside Middle School

Representing: United Kingdom

SUBJECT: A RESOLUTION TO FURTHER DIMINISH AIR POLLUTION AND
RESOLVE THE INCREASING PROBLEM OF EXPOSURE OF IMMENSE CLOUDS
CONSISTING OF CO₂ AND OTHER ALTERNATIVE GASES THAT PROVOKE
DEFACEMENT TO THE ECOSYSTEM AND ENVIRONMENT.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Noting with regret that over forty thousand deaths related to illnesses such as heart disease,
lung cancer, and emphysema and also various side effects such as headaches, dizziness, and
nausea have occurred due to air pollution alone in the United Kingdom currently in the year
of 2021,
Realizing further that with the increasing risk of the current global pandemic, respiratory
issues are a growing concern, with air pollution being a contributing factor, that also
contributes to the vehicle emissions of approximately 5 metric tons of carbon dioxide
annually,
Deeply concerned with the fact that acid rain causes building corrosion and negatively
impacts structures that consist of bronze, copper, nickel, zinc and certain types of steel,
Affirming that carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide are causing major global harming to the
ecosystem and environment causing an increase in various natural disasters,
Further requests that the members of the United Nations support this world wide initiative to
eradicate harmful toxins caused by human consumption;
Calls upon the United Nations to assemble a committee to address the devastating effects of
harmful toxins being admitted;
Further requests the United Nations to provide monetary support to this initiative;
Expresses its hope that the ongoing issue of air pollution can be eradicated through the
combined efforts of the United Nations;
Urges that this resolution be taken effect action immediately upon passage.
3
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

9
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: North Whitfield Middle School

Representing: Israel

SUBJECT: A resolution to solve the conflict between the Israeli government and the
Palestinians in the West Bank.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Alarmed by the Palestinians living in their military occupation, the Israeli government and
military have been destroying homes and displacing hundreds of people.
Realizing how they are being treated, the Palestinians have responded in a more violent
manner of actions including violent protest,
Noting the Palestinians are furious the Israelis have sent military reinforcements to the West
Bank to ensure control.
Acknowledging the dangers in the West Bank, Isreal will not let Palestinian villages build
schools to educate the children,
Requests the United Nation send a peacekeeping force to settle to conflict between the two,
Further requests the Israeli government send reparations to all the citizens of Palestine to pay
for the damage and lives lost during their actions,
Calls upon the fact about Israeli's not letting Palestinians build schools, Isreal should have
schools spread through the West Bank to provide proper education for the people of
Palestine,
Further recommending the Israeli government should remove all military forces within the
region,
Urges that this shall take place immediately after the passage has been overlooked.
4
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

10
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Bremen Middle School

Representing: Russia (Russian Federation)

SUBJECT: To (help) solve water pollution in Russia.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Noting with deep concern that less than half of Russia’s population has safe drinking water.
Deeply disturbed that 200 metric tons of highly toxic waste is dumped illegally into areas
that are environmentally unprotected and vulnerable.
Fully aware that if the water pollution in Russia continues, there is a huge possibility of acid
rain spreading to the surrounding countries.
Deeply conscious about the fact acid rain is very bad and can damage the environment, it can
wear down buildings, kill plants, pollute water and harm people.
1. Encourages that the UN is to provide funding for environmental support in Russia and
surrounding areas;
2. Calls upon the UN to provide funding for environmental clean up in Russia;
3. Expresses its hope that the UN will help provide enforcement to stop illegal waste from
being dumped into the environment to stop the cycle;
4. Urges that this resolution take effect immediately upon passage.
5
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

11
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Babb Middle School Representing: Mexico
SUBJECT: A resolution to enforce a national bill to establish the restrictions of plastic bag
uses and farm extensively on alternative natural fibers, such as bamboo, organic cotton,
and wool.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Keeping in mind plastic bags are produced by polyethylene, a chemical compound that is
then melted down and shaped to the desired shape. Although convenient for many uses, this
compound is not only a very hazardous factor to the environment but also one’s life.
Deeply concerned that this can harm various soils, which contribute harmful ways to
infertility for farming, it can ruin many further industries as we think further. Moreover,
ruining the quality for the needs of the people will destroy quality in life in general and
reduce stamina, causing the inability for productive diligence in the workforce.
Believing truly into this conflict, if it were to continue to occur, Mexico will not flourish
more into its truthfully beautiful culture and be in corruption.
Recognizing that pollution affects all of the UN nations as a whole, by choosing to ignore the
issue at hand.
Restricting the use of plastic bags can be deemed a true lesson that helps the people change
their moralities and goodwill towards the environment;
Effective requests that could help contribute action into furthermore growth for the economy
is to be deemed necessary;
Extensively produce the use of natural clothing fibers and taking important measures to
nurture them composes a diligent yet efficient process that’ll improve quality of life;
Calls for proficient workers to help establish certain businesses that produces these fibers are
to be counted on for mother nature and the people’s sake;
Urges this resolution to be taken into action further immediately into passage.
1
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

12
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Adamson Middle School

Representing: Kazakhstan

SUBJECT: This resolution talks about Kazakhstan and it's problems and how we can fix
them.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Realizing that Kazakhstan is polluted due to mining and processing of mineral resources, oil
and gas production, gasoline and diesel fuel motor vehicles, industrial enterprises according
to NCBI resources, which we are
Fully aware that this can lead to one of Kazakhstan environmental issues, which most of
them are radiation from nuclear testing sites, the shrinking of the Aral sea, and also
desertification of former agricultural land.
Kazakhstan has helped the world by giving oil and producing natural gas reserves. Our oil is
responsible for 1.8 percent of the world's reserve.Unless we can fix our environmental
problem we won't be able to supply oil. Our oil is responsible for 1.8 percent of
the world's reserve. Unless we can fix our environmental problem we won't be able to supply
oil. Our oil supplies not only us but our neighbors Russia and the Ukraine.
Deeply concerned of our neighboring countries that desperately need oil for their countries
we need to try to find more oil wells to supply them with their needs. The hardest part of it is
because making the situation harder we have environmental issues also.
To ensure that our nation prospers we implore all of our allies to urgently take action and
help with our situation Also due to our old nuclear test sites from when we were in
the Soviet Union our water supply is shrinking.
What we need are generators to turn our acid rain into something to fuel our country.
We also need something to clean the water in our country. Another thing is we need to have
another resource other than trees because deforestation is highly affecting us.
We also need more recycling centers to use less materials which will lower deforestation
itself a little. We also need more recycling centers because we need to create more resources
to give to other countries and to replenish our resources.
If we do not eventually get these resources then our businesses might go out of business and
our and other countries might start to get even more problems then we already have and
those problems may soon be unfixable. So please help.
2
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

13
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Adamson Middle School

Representing: Paraguay

SUBJECT: A resolution to assist in Paraguay gaining control of its economy and foreign
exchange.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Realizing without the ability to gain control foreign exchange within its country, Paraguay is
not only impacting their economy, but the economy of other countries,
Keeping in mind that Paraguay uses a market economy, as the more consumers demand
goods, the more goods are produced.The relative values of the two currencies could change
between the time the deal is concluded and the time payment is receive. Major trading ports
of Paraguay are Argentina, Chile, Russian Federation,Turkey, China, Brazil, United States
and Netherlands,
Deeply Concerned that Importers and exporters can buy and sell foreign exchange freely at
commercial banks, finance companies, or exchange houses at the going market rate,
Fully believing that the economy continuing like this without changes will only create more
unemployment, poverty levels, the loss of currency in participating trading countries, and
higher levels of inequality found in Paraguay,
1.Request that restrictions are placed on exchanging the countries currency;
2.Further Requests that foreign investments are being reduced with an Exchange-traded fund
(ETF);
3.Considers that agriculture exports are not being confined between certain countries in order
to keep Paraguay's economy in order;
4. Calls for a treaty which allows trade between neighboring countries without conflict
5.Urges that this resolution can take effect immediately
3
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

14
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Babb Middle School Representing: Afghanistan
SUBJECT: We want to ensure that Medical plants are being exported from Afghanistan.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Assisting the country of Afghanistan has now become important due to the country's drastic
decrease in its economy,
Well informed with the fact that this situation not only negatively impacts its citizens but the
world as a whole,
Resulting in its citizens living in complicated standards of poverty and limiting exported
goods to other countries, such as its highest production of medicinal plants to cure hazardous
diseases and infections,
Aware now more than ever it is essential to have all the resources needed to cure any
illnesses especially during a worldwide pandemic; Along with the occurrence of covid-cases
in every country, medical plants play a big part in the cure to this disease, This is why a
country that provides the cure needed for many diseases should have the ability to export its
goods around the world,
Ensuring a profit made to raise its economy and living standards of citizens,
Requests that a country allianced with Afghanistan gives them the money and resource they
need in order to create the resources they need to export the medical plants
Further requests that we increase the need of medical plant exportation to out of
Afghanistan's to recoup from economic troubles caused by the covid nineteen pandemic in
the world
Considering that Afghanistan main export is medical plants they may have the cure to covid
or any other disease
We call upon any alliances with Afghanistan to help rebuild the economies around the world
by making sure medical plants are exported out of the county
Urges that the resolution takes place upon passage
4
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

15
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Babb Middle School Representing: Vietnam
SUBJECT: A resolution to address Vietnam's economic inequality.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Acknowledging the fact that Vietnam is a country with a vast amount of economic
inequality,
Seriously troubled that this economic inequality will become more of a problem in Vietnam
as the country continues to progress in the future,
Seeking to create a country without a need to struggle with the increase the taxes for specific
citizens that earn more
Realizing this matter is of utmost importance towards the country, Vietnam’s economy could
drastically drop once the wealthy cities have been shut down,
Requesting decreasing the budget of wealthy cities will allow poor cities to have a chance at
an equal education and this will also decrease poverty rates and make Vietnam have a better
public image;
Further requests, taxing wealthy Vietnamese citizens more than taxing citizens who aren’t
wealthy. As an example, Vietnamese citizens who make over $100,000.00 a year more than
taxing a citizen who only makes $1,000.00 a year. This will allow Vietnam to have more
access to materials and further advance their technology and machinery;
Considering Vietnam was one of the most corrupt countries, from their hostile form of
government to the famous Vietnam War. This country manages to decrease poverty rates
year by year and also manages to restore its glory in a short period of time. Knowing all of
these factors, it’s time to invest into Vietnam and truly uncover its beauty;
Call upon These statistics have shown many countries will benefit from Vietnam if they
decide to invest in this country and the government reestablishes its budget towards cities in
Vietnam. In order to do this, a project plan will be created with statistics and a recreation
plan in order to restore cities whose lives are on the line;
Urges this matter to be solved quickly, not only is this a serious problem that can impact
many individuals, this can impact allied countries as well.
5
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

16
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Hart County Middle School Representing: Germany
SUBJECT: A RESOLUTION TO ALLOW COUNTRIES IN EUROPE ACCESS TO
ENERGY SAVING NATURAL GAS
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Realizing that the country of Germany and other surrounding countries rely heavily on
imported natural gas;
Fully aware, that these countries are not energy independent nations
Convinced that once the countries supplying this resource no longer produce for export,
Germany and others will need to have a supplemental pipeline to make up for the loss,
Deeply concerned, that in the future the need for this resource will become a higher demand
than what is available
Fully believing that if the pipeline is allowed to cross through Germany the surrounding
countries, it will be beneficial to all now and in the future.
Requests that a contract of at least 10 years be negotiated for Germany to sell up to 25
percent of its oil to these European countries at a lower rate.
Further requests the neighboring countries will have input on the prices and the amounts that
are produced.
Further requests a review of all trade policies with the countries that will purchase oil from
this pipeline.
Germany would reduce their coal factories by 50% and implement more green energy
sources.
Urges that this Resolution take effect immediately upon passage
1
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

17
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Bremen Middle School

Representing: Ukraine

SUBJECT: To help other countries in the UN with natural disasters, prevent terrorism,
and if that prevention fails to recover from terrorist attacks.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Fully aware that 60,00 people die each year from natural disasters globally.
Deeply concerned that in 2019, 8,300 terrorist attacks happened world-wide and there were
around 25,000 fatalities.
Keeping in mind that in 2019 there were 396 natural disasters worldwide with a fatality rate
of 11,755.
1. Calls upon the UN to provided needed funding for this organization prevent and help
recover from terrorism, and for employment funds for a natural disaster relief team;
2. Encourages brilliant-minded people from all countries to be willing to help get this
organization onto its feet and operating;
3. Further requests equipment for a relief team to assist countries globally in recovering from
natural disasters and terrorism;
4. Urges that this resolution take effect immediately upon passage.
2
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

18
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: North Whitfield Middle School

Representing: Kuwait

SUBJECT: A resolution to develop a solution for the overwhelming amount of oil pollution
in the nation of Kuwait.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Deeply concerned about health issues the citizens of Kuwaiti experience such as heart
damage, stunted growth, and immune system effects,
Taking the unfortunate into consideration, the fish population is quite essential to the people
of Kuwait as a food source, but it is being demolished by oil spills leading to starvation
issues,
Alarmed by the 130 to 140 million tons of carbon dioxide emissions from the burning of oil
and gas in Kuwait, acounting for 0.1 % of the total global carbon dioxide pollution,
Realizing Kuwait may suffer from less drinking water as a result of oil contamination in
groundwater,
Desire that more money from the United Nations be utilized to assist the people of Kuwait in
lowering their oil pollution by investing in the repairs of oil rigs;
Demand that workers have improved environments to work in order to increase employee
health leading to more oil production;
Requesting fish hatcheries to be established in order to increase the fish population to their
original capacities;
Calls for creating a dam to filter oil that will otherwise result in the pollution of the ocean;
Urges the United Nations to pass this Resolution with extreme urgency.
3
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

19
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Babb Middle School Representing: Guatemala
SUBJECT: A resolution to address Criminal Injustice , Violence and Extrusion.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Realizing Guatemala’s serious cases of violence that are spreading like wildfire across the
country, there has to be a resolution to this, Additionally, in the unorganized crime justice
system, the government forgetting or simply delaying cases often increases day by day,
Deeply concerned all of the citizens who are in Guatemala, for the fear of their relatives, and
their neighbors as well as their own people,
Fully aware that Guatemala’s government so far has made no actions or attempts to solve this
severe problem in Guatemala, Recognizing these conditions that the citizens have to face on
a daily basis, actions have to be taken in order for this country to have comforted citizens,
1. Guatemala shall still continue its trading with its other allies to still continue to make a
profit for the country;
2. Requesting Guatemala to enforce the police force more onto citizens as police should be
securing multiple areas and monitoring the areas well;
3. Further requesting for the government to change the criminal justice system, by doing so
the country will have less unorganized planned courts and fewer cold cases;
4. Allow the Guatemala government to reinforce their laws and legal procedures against
illegal and inhumane activities; Guatemala government reforming its previous consequences
towards morals actions into heavier and stricter actions; Guatemala forcing more officers and
policies to the citizens of Guatemala, not only will this ensure the safety of the citizens
however this will allow many to be more cautious and mindful of their country
Urges that this resolution takes place imediately.
4
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

20
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Bremen Middle School

Representing: Egypt

SUBJECT: To minimize people from getting toxins in their body from foods and/or tools
shipped to them from countries with high pollution rates.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Fully aware that the UAE (United Arab Emirates) and other countries ship items to other
countries that contain toxins and chemicals from their country.
Emphasizing that Egypt, along with many other European countries deal with this form of
“pollution” while trading goods.
Taking note that about 5 million people die yearly from food intoxication involving other
countries.
1. Recommends that we build ports where foods go through a process in which they get
scanned and checked for dangerous chemicals;
2. Endorses that we build these only in areas with high and/or above average pollution rates;
3. Designates that funds should be provided from the UN to build these “buildings”
according to the decisions and plans set forth by the Nuclear Radiation Prevention
Association.
4. Urges that this resolution take effect immediately upon passage.
5
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

21
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Waycross Middle School

Representing: Jordan

SUBJECT: A resolution to stop water pollution in Jordan.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Realizing that Jordan has major water issues in the Jordan River which benefits the country,
and fully aware that the water is scarce and it plays an everyday role in life for citizens
surrounding the river.
Convinced Jordan is one of the most water scarce countries in the world, the high pollution
growth and influx of refugees from regional conflicts put additional strain on an already
stressed water supply, while changing rain patterns threaten to exacerbate the problem.
Keeping in mind raw sewage coming from Israel and Palestine is directly connected to the
water pollution in the Jordan River.
Deeply concerning agricultural runoff between Israel, Palestine, and Jordan is also causing
water pollution.
Fully believing that the water pollution issue will eventually flow or start issues in other
Middle Eastern countries.
Requests that Jordan's rivers and lakes to effective treatment of biological and other toxic
contaminants at the source and control of crop fertilization to ensure further contamination.
Further requests that Jordan needs to be bordered from Israel and Palestine; the other two
countries that also effect the Jordan River's water pollution. That the farmers in these
countries must limit discharges by storing and managing facility wastewater and runoff with
appropriate waste management systems.
Calls on the United Nations to station regulators in Jordan to do effective treatment so the
citizens can have fresh water and live a healthier life.
Urges that this resolution take effect immediately upon passage.
1
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

22
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Babb Middle School Representing: Jamaica
SUBJECT: Jamaica should try to lessen the country’s usage of certain objects to prevent
further air pollution.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Fully aware that the air in Jamaica has a higher concentration of particulate matter means that
the air is polluted,
Deeply concerned that this will increase air pollution and affect the world’s global warming,
Seeking to have a developed country, they have increased the number of fossil fuels being
imported to run the island,
Recognizing that air pollution can lead to death, Jamaica’s population could drop because of
pollution, which could also impact the environment,
1. Requests that Jamaican should continue to promote renewable energy;
2. Further requests that to lessen the emissions from vehicles, there should be fewer vehicles
on the roads;
3. Considers that the ban on burning without permission should continue to be implemented;
4. Calls upon that Jamaica should continue to have a restriction on car importation, improve
and promote public transportation, and the fuels for cooking should be changed to cleaner
ones;
Urges that this resolution takes effect immediately upon passage.
2
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

23
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Waycross Middle School

Representing: Colombia

SUBJECT: A resolution combatting drug trafficking in the ayahuasca region.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Realizing the world watches and waits as the war between Columbia and drug trafficking in
the Ayahuasca.
Fully aware the conflict now endangers the security of not only Columbia, but the security of
the world.
Convinced the deliberate attacks of the nations on shipping and realizing in Columbia the
have the #1 drug trafficking problems.
Almost all cocaine consumed across the globe comes from Colombia, and to a lesser extent
Bolivia; countries where coca- the crop used for cocaine- is epidemic and has been consumed
by chewing the leaves or making tea for millennia.
Requests not a ban on drugs, but a limit set by an independent UN committee.
Further requests to set a limit on the amount of Cocaine set to be exported from the country is
close to half the current expected number illegally exported today.
Also requests for a peace-keeping force to be empowered to take any necessary action in
aiding the enforcement of this limit.
Calls for the peace-keeping force to be stationed in the Ayahuasca region.
Urges this resolution take effect immediately upon passage.
3
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

24
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Bremen Middle School

Representing: Brazil

SUBJECT: To help prevent and put an end to forest fires.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Affirming that 5.4 million acres of land have been burned in Brazil with many homes, or
opportunities for homes, going down the drain.
Deeply concerned that 2.3 million animals were killed in the Amazon fire in Brazil, showing
a need to create more safe habitats and facilities for the animals.
Fully aware that the smoke and particles from the fire are very unhealthy for the human race,
and if this continues, much of the population could die out.
Having examined the factors leading to a global warming crisis, and acknowledging the fact
that deforestation is one of the largest contributors to this crisis.
1. Recommends the banning of outdoor fires in countries experiencing conditions categorized
as "extreme drought";
2. Calls upon the United Nations to enact laws and policies that seek to curtail deforestation;
3. Expresses its hope that a portion of UN funds be used for research into solutions and landuse planning to decrease the amount of land clearing and other deforestation techniques;
4. Urges that this resolution take effect immediately upon passage.
4
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

25
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Westside Middle School

Representing: India

SUBJECT: A RESOLUTION TO ADDRESS THE ONGOING ISSUE OF HUMAN
TRAFFICKING IN INDIA
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Deeply concerned that the issue of Human Trafficking is one that is vast and expansive,
Confident that this resolution on Human Trafficking will begin to address the inadequacies in
current legislation,
Fully aware that aid for this cause would require a substantial amount of monetary assistance
from the United Nations,
Deeply disturbed that Human Trafficking in India has been reported to affect upwards of 65
million residents,
Urges the United Nations to assist with funding to address this human rights issue;
Endorses a modernization of human rights education provided in communities;
Further recommends that strict penalties are imposed upon abusers, whether in the form of
financial reparations and/or prison sentences;
Calls upon the United Nations to impress upon government officials to adopt the end of
Human Trafficking;
Urges that this Resolution come take effect immediately upon verification.
5
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

26
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Babb Middle School Representing: Argentina
SUBJECT: A resolution to address Establish/update policies in regards to the abusive
power of the Argentina police force. Cases of fatal assaults and violence were to be
processed and to be taken seriously.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Fully aware that the position of being part of the police workforce overall is to be taken as a
sign of gratitude and dignity as protecting according to laws is important... Although hiring
these positions are rather risky and were to not expect the unexpected,
Deeply concerned that these cases in Argentina resulted in the neglected power of judging
and process to the law from the government, it also increases more fear amongst its own
people and potential criminals are to be more resentful towards their community,
Seeking to amend this crisis, creates a very huge attraction to tourism as progress over time
could declare this country to be claimed peaceful if it were to be solved,
Recognizing that this will be rather progressive, the process will be consistent over time, and
that inconsistencies were intuited to occur such as many law enforcements being flawed to
follow the regulations into assaulting/murdering a person with no reasoning/lack of
reasoning. Believing in this conflict, if the abuse continues, Argentina would be in conflict,
and can cause a future civil war/rebellion with the citizens and the police. Neglected
treaties/resolutions would then be considered unimportant and the problem would be
unsolvable.
1. Requests that the policies and regulations were to be updated and to be constitutionally
based on Argentina. Regardless of gender, age, race, ethnicity, sexuality, etc... No law
enforcement is to use threatening force to one’s will unless one is considered dangerous and
unconstitutional.
2. Further Requests that families of whoever has fallen victim to these cases deserve justice
and to be sent into programs for mental help and support for possible disorders such as
depression, anxiety, PTSD, etc... This could create peace. Also, hosting
seminars could also contribute to more success and help maintain further conflict.
3. Considers that with more people changing their own mindset into a peaceful loyalty to
their own country, this will also increase their chances to improve their own wellbeing and to
perform better in their workforce, which can increase GDP.
4. Calls upon that this resolution will contribute not only to manufacturing healthy minds but
help many
industries, especially in tourism.
Urges that this resolution takes effect immediately upon passage.
1
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

27
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Babb Middle School Representing: Cuba
SUBJECT: A resolution requesting that the U.S. lift the embargo that prevents Cuba from
trading with the U.S. for the following reasons
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Realizing the problem with the embargo with Cuba and the U.S lowers the amount of money
that the us as a country could be making,
Fully aware this conflict is damaging the economy of not only Cuba, but America too,
Convinced that the embargo itself is no longer needed, and has been carried over for longer
then the policy need to last, not only is Cuba no longer a threat, but we are in need of
resources to boost the economy,
Keeping in mind world economic state of trading for American country’s are directly
connected to the embargo between America and Cuba,
Deeply concerned, that if this embargo is not lifted in near future the economy could possibly
lose money, citizens could possibly be missing out on vital items that need to me used, and
the world could be threatened with certain food shortages, Fully believing that the conflict, if
allowed to continue, will show other countries that America would not do what is right for
their people,
1.Requests that America’s government can make a peace-keeping agreement with Cuba, that
can lift the embargo off of Cuba,
2. Further requests that we remove embargos to make new political aliyah, and benefit the
government to empower new growth in the economy. Which will further boost other
countries economy too;
3. Recommends the peace-keeping force be empowered to take any actions that are necessary
to ensure peaceful trade through rivers, and flights with Cuba,
4. Calls for peace & safe rides to be enforced and stationed at ports in America and Cuba to
provide it with the best vantage point from which to stabilize the shipping lanes of Cuba and
America,
5. Urges that this resolution takes effect immediately upon passage.
2
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

28
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Bremen Middle School

Representing: Australia

SUBJECT: To resolve the current refugee crisis surrounding the Taliban conflict in
Afghanistan.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Emphasizing that refugees are stuck in the dangerous Afghani territory and have nowhere to
go.
Keeping in mind that innocent people are being killed and tortured against their will.
Observing the fact that as the Taliban becomes more powerful, they can harm or even kill
more innocent people.
Having considered the normal vetting of refugees worldwide through the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) before resettlement.
1. Requests that the UN creates a task force to come up with innovative ways to help the
refugees;
2. Encourages that the task force have a variety of good engineers, scientists, doctors, and
military personnel, provided from the countries within the UN;
3. Calls upon countries to provide basic necessities until the refugees can live for themselves
within their countries of resettlement;
4. Urges that this resolution take effect immediately upon passage.
Assigned to committee #___________________
3
Ranking in committee#____________________

29
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Bremen Middle School

Representing: China

SUBJECT: To minimize air pollution in an effort to save lives across the globe.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Fully aware that Long-term health effects from air pollution include heart disease, lung
cancer, and respiratory diseases such as emphysema
Having considered that breathing polluted air puts humans at a higher risk for asthma and
other respiratory diseases.
Affirming that the effects of air pollution are alarming to both adults and children.
Keeping in mind that air pollution emitted from one country will ultimately affect everyone
and everything that breathes.
1. Requests that the UN assists countries in installing equipment to remove particular matter
from the air;
2. Further requests that have countries use fans instead of air conditioning units;
3. Calls upon the United Nations to create a worldwide public service announcements to
encourage global citizens to minimize electricity usage past a certain time;
4. Urges that this resolution take effect immediately upon passage.
4
Assigned to committee #___________________
Ranking in committee#____________________

30
Resolution #___________
Introduced By: North Whitfield Middle School

Representing: Iraq

SUBJECT: A resolution to increase in techniques and products to help stop oil spills.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Alarmed that oil spills have continued in Iraq,
Frightened that the number of oil spill actions around the world will increase.
Realizing that gas prices around the world have been escalating because of oil spills in Iraq.
Assured that growth in money spent to make more oil spill reduction products will make
ecosystem, air pollution, and environment better.
Requesting other countries around the world to give money to Iraq to help diminish oil spills.
Further requesting that Iraq also uses more effort into helping solve this problem.
Acknowledging that oil spills have been increasing , new techniques to help solve oil spills
will help significantly.
Expressing that Iraq has several companies which influence oil spills, companies should be
fined until they stop this appalling complication.
In conclusion, Iraq needs to put more effort into stopping oil spills with the help of the world
to make oil consumption decline.
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Resolution #___________
Introduced By: Babb Middle School Representing: Congo, Republic of the
SUBJECT: A resolution to establish various policies that further restrict access to tobacco
and other related products and expose it to the youth.
The Georgia United Nations General Assembly,
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1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Fully Aware that citizens of the Dominican Republic of Congo is at risk of health
complications due to the consumption of tobacco, specifically in the respiratory system,
Deeply concerned that this results in various of tragic deaths and leads to the limits of life
expectancy, which could harm the economy of the country,
Seeking to resemble a developed country, tobacco is a key factor towards slowing down the
process for many people and leads to flawed performance in the workforce. As unexpected
deaths occur, this increases the chances of less specialization in many industries and further
decreases opportunities of trades of other countries,
Recognizing that this also increases the probability of cases of abuse and violence, which
creates more conflict between 2 or more people and creates a bad reputation for the country
in front of others. Media could also repel foreigners from other countries and avoid
associating with present citizens of the country. This also creates attraction in tourism.
Believing in this conflict, if it were to continue and be unsolved, The Dominican Republic of
Congo would be in corruption and negatively impact on future generations and could future
allow the country to be carelessly extinct.
Requests that policies and regulations in regards to tobacco products will be more restricted
and carefully detailed as possible. Also, it needs to be clearly updated on restricting the
amount of purchases on tobacco products and avoiding exposure to young children and teens.
Also, if tobacco products were to be purchased.. The producer would have to check wisely on
the consumer’s id for evaluation and check to see whether this person would be eligible for
purchasing and to restrict the consumption as possible.
Further requests that health organizations are highly encouraged to create fundraisers and
contribute to establish rehabilitation programs to present people with addiction.
Considers that the process would be rather challenging as one’s mind does happen to change
due to the symptoms from tobacco addictions. Although, the process would be progressive as
chances of hope into one’s well being could occur in later future.
Calls upon that this mandate will help solve conflicted issues with economic poverty and to
rightfully pass it’s way to stability for the citizens' health and for future generations as well.
Urges that this resolution takes effect immediately upon passage.
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